Pilgrims
might have been in the days of Chaucer, setting out on their
way to Meshed in Khorasan. The most of them were old
people, some few on donkeys, others walking along with
staffs; a good many women among them, and no one appar-
ently with more luggage than would be tied up in a striped
handkerchief The two large shallow drums that made the
noise were carried by a couple of young men in the rear. They
all greeted us. " God give you strength/' said we as we passed,
which is the correct thing to say; and they were lost again in
the mist.
The clouds lifted a moment to show us Natil, a large village
on a grass slope, and a young Kurdish merchant from Kurdichal
in Kalar Dasht strolling down it behind his two donkeys laden
with wares. Out of one of his saddle-bags he produced tea,
and weighed it out in a pair of scales with two stones in the
other, while c Aziz haggled for the price. He came here to buy
marten skins off the mountain people in winter, and now
travelled over the region with these few wares in his pack which
the villagers could not supply out of their own resources.
Beyond Natil the mist sank round us again as we climbed
over grass to the Michilisera Pass, with high hidden rocks on
our right hand. A gleam of crest would appear now and then
like some goddess shoulder turned in flight: a wayfarer or two
loomed out of the whiteness and vanished—one man, a fine
sight, in red trousers patched with blue. The bells of our
mules seemed to tinkle in a wadded silence; and in the absence
of all else, our attention was concentrated on the small flora at
our feet, gentians, linum, wild snapdragon, iris plants, and
sempervivum and violet leaves in the cracks of the boulders.
The gentians seem widespread at anything over 8,000 feet;
they had a starry brilliance, with drops of moisture in the hairy
rim of their chalices.
South of the Michilisera is Delir, a big place of about 150
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